Living sustainably and luxuriously

The world is slowly turning sustainable. Living Sustainable does not mean giving up on your all luxuries. With Redren Plus installed, you can still unwind after a long hard day of work by having a warm, relaxing bath, knowing that your guilty pleasure, has not come at the cost of the environment.

Redren Solar Water Heater Ranges

Redren Novice

Redren e-Smart

Redren I-Nova
ETC Solar Water Heater

With Redren Plus, it's possible.

FEATURES

Ultra Tough Tank
- Premium Quality, Technologically Advance Tank Designed to Perform in Toughest Environmental Condition
- Made from Finest Raw Material
- Ultra Heat Corrosion and Resistance Coating
- PEF Metallic Powder Coating For UV Resistance
- Concealed Inlet-Outlet Connection with Highest Thickness

Ultra Conductive Collectors
- Ultra Conductive Evacuated Glass Tube
- Collectors with 3 Layers CU/SS/Al-N
- High Power MFMS Coating For Heat Absorption
- Conductive glass tube for more Hot Water

Puff Insulation
- Automated Storage Tank Insulation
- High Pressure Injected with High Density Puff Insulation.
- High Grade PUF for hot water retention

Available Capacities
- 100 LPD
- 150 LPD
- 200 LPD
- 250 LPD
- 300 LPD

Robust Stand
- Super Solid GI Stand
- PEF Metallic Powder Coating for Highest UV Resistance
- Welding less technology
- 7 Tank Processed Powder Coating
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(1) Standard Redren Warranty will be given (2) For more information on UTT and UCT, Please refer to our company documents (3) Since we continually endeavor our product’s quality, their specifications may change without any prior notice (4) Images are for reference only